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Industry-leading protection for your 
employees’ information
First things first

Before we tell you about what ADP GlobalView Payroll can do for your multinational organization, rest assured that wherever your 
business takes you, your data is secure with ADP as its steward. 

As one of the world’s largest providers of HR and payroll solutions, ADP has a monumental responsibility for protecting the data 
you entrust to us. We’ve developed our multi-award-winning security program by incorporating industry-leading practices and 
recognized standards, to give you the business operations protection you need from a business partner you can trust.

A steady payroll partner, 
even in unsteady circumstances
ADP is committed to keeping our services and operations 
running smoothly, so that we can provide you with the best 
service possible. It’s our priority to identify — and mitigate 
— the technological, environmental, process and health risks 
that may get in the way of providing services to you. 

Our Business Continuity Plans are developed to maintain 
or restore our operations after an interruption, while our 
Disaster Recovery Plans provide a thorough and organized 
approach to help get us back to business faster.

Don’t just take our word for it 

Our recent awards include:

Excellence in 
Information Security 

RSA Conference

#5 Security Program in 
Information Technology 

Security Magazine

Most Influential People 
in Security. Awarded to 
Roland Cloutier

ADP CSO 
Security Magazine

Business Innovator. 
Awarded to 
Roland Cloutier

ADP CSO 
FAIR Institute

Over 70 years’ track record  
in managing clients’ 
confidential information

Four Critical Incident 
Response Centers  
around the world 
— advanced, round-the clock 
global security monitoring 
of client data and funds

300 professionals  
dedicated exclusively 
to security

Multiple industry 
innovation in security 
awards for the foundational 
technology supporting 
our expanded business 
protection strategy, 
specifically our Trusted 
Platform Security 
Infrastructure (TPSI)
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Integrating your global HR and 
payroll technology — the power 
of consistent and connected 
employee data
Payroll is about people, not numbers 

Yet there’s no denying that getting payroll right depends 
on the quality of the data that’s driving your calculations. 
If your payroll system doesn’t talk to your HR system, where 
critical employee data is housed, you’re asking for trouble. 

Many human capital management (HCM) vendors these 
days promise ‘integrated solutions’ in response. By this, 
some providers mean the onus is on you to export employee 
information from your HR system and import it into your 

payroll system (and you’ll still have to deal with two 
unconnected databases). Others mean simply that this 
can be done automatically in real time. 

At ADP, when we say integrated, we mean it — connecting 
payroll and HCM with unified business logic, and one familiar 
interface. You can’t see the seams, in other words. 

HCM integration

Payslips and payroll results

Client’s financial system

ADP Online payslips

ADP Global 
Insight 
Dashboard

Mobile access

Global HCM
System

ADP Global
Payroll

Automated integration between your HR system and ADP global 
payroll solutions
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Plug in to pre-built connectors for popular HCM systems 

ADP partners with leading vendors of cloud-based employee 
systems to develop standard HR connectors that will 
automatically send employee data from your HCM platform 
to ADP’s global payroll solutions. It’s this predefined data 
extraction process that ensures your experience of payroll 
is pain-free.

These integrations include automated data transfers 
for HR events. ADP has the technical expertise required 
to implement and maintain these integrations, which 
incorporate all local legislative changes to reduce 
implementation times and save on your IT resources. 

And what about payroll data not stored in your 
HR system?

Our partnerships with leading HCM vendors allow us 
to offer more sophisticated automation options, such as 
API functionality, to send data between your global HCM 
system and ADP GlobalView Payroll. This level of integration 
captures country-specific payroll data not available in your 
HCM system. The result? More accurate payroll, faster — 
while your HR and payroll teams continue to work through 
the familiar interface of your own HCM system. 

Accurate payroll starts with accurate time recording

We offer a standard integration between ADP GlobalView 
Payroll and our global workforce management solution, 
allowing you to import your time data with minimal manual 
intervention required.

Time and cost savings
ADP’s pre-built data extract will save
on your company’s IT resources

Improved workforce engagement
Deliver a seamless user experience for your

employees to access their payslips

Simpler implementation
All you need to do is map your employee data

into our pre-built employee data connectors

Improved data accuracy
Integrated HR and payroll systems will
reduce unnecessary dual manual entries
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Designed to support enterprises with up to tens of 
thousands of employees in 42 countries, ADP GlobalView 
Payroll helps multinational companies protect their global 
payroll and HR investment.

Hundreds of organizations with some of the most complex 
payroll operations you can imagine rely on ADP GlobalView 
Payroll to deliver compliant payroll in each of their locations, 
using one single employee system of record across their 
worldwide operations.

A payroll solution 
primed to scale with 
your company’s growth

World-class, proven payroll technology… …with a forensic focus on local needs

• One single database for all your employee data

• Run payroll for 42 countries from one single platform 

• Centralized configuration maintenance, and testing 
of technology upgrades

• Secure and stable cloud-based payroll platform with 
flexible user management options

• Real-time, 24/7 online access to your employee data 
from anywhere in the world1 

• Available in 24 languages  

• Customized fields that reflect each country’s payroll 
data requirements 

• Accommodates mandated pre-payroll processes that vary 
per country (for instance, tax percentage calculations that 
occur at different stages)

• Employees and managers view a self-service payroll 
interface localized to comply with specific country 
requirements 

• Employees can access and download to their corresponding 
country-specific tax form

We’ve made sure that your smaller employee populations can 
also benefit from this enterprise payroll solution. You can 
combine ADP GlobalView Payroll with ADP Celergo for your 
smaller subsidiaries, to expand your centralized managed 
global payroll coverage in up to 140 countries. 

This scalability gives you cost efficiencies no matter how 
many employees you have in each country — and when you 
expand into new territories in future, ADP will be on hand 
to provide your payroll services. 
1 The only exception is scheduled system maintenance twice a month



Combine ADP GlobalView Payroll with ADP Celergo to extend managed payroll for your smaller employee 
populations across a total of 140 countries

A
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as • Argentina
• Brazil
• Canada
• Mexico
• USA

EM
EA • Austria

• Belgium
• Czech 

Republic
• Denmark
• Finland
• France

• Germany
• Hungary
• Ireland
• Italy
• Netherlands
• Norway

• Poland
• Portugal
• Romania
• Russia
• Slovakia
• South Africa

• Spain
• Sweden  
• Switzerland
• Turkey
• UK

A
si

a 
Pa

ci
fi

c • Australia
• China
• Hong Kong
• India
• Indonesia
• Japan
• Malaysia

• New Zealand
• Philippines
• Singapore
• South Korea
• Taiwan
• Thailand
• Vietnam

With ADP GobalView 
Payroll

Payroll that scales: invest in a 
standardized global payroll strategy 
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Most HR and payroll professionals in multinational 
companies don’t need to be told that their payroll systems 
house a goldmine of workforce information. What they need 
is help accessing and understanding it. 

As a client of ADP GlobalView Payroll, you will gain a range 
of powerful reporting tools that will deliver the data-driven 
insights on aspects like labor expenses and overhead costs 
that make a direct difference to your company’s bottom line. 

You can also easily create ad hoc reports to gain specific insights 
into your employee data, and assign different employees in your 
organization with the right level of access to sensitive data for 
greater compliance confidence. 

ADP Global Insight Dashboard1

This self-service and highly configurable reporting solution 
brings business intelligence to your desktop — and 
you don’t need to be an analyst to make the most of it. 
Dynamic dashboards, designed for a range of roles across 
your organization, give you the data transparency you need 
to make informed business decisions aligned with your 
company strategy. 

ADP GlobalView Reporting2

Reduce payroll processing errors and satisfy regulators 
by accessing real-time ADP HR master data, payroll results 
and postings, time clusters, organizational management 
and more. 

The tool’s drag-and-drop interface and over one hundred 
ready-built templates mean you can create meaningful 
reports and perform sophisticated calculations whatever 
your level of technical expertise. You can also create ad hoc 
reports, and customize the 100+ templates with the formats 
you prefer.

US Compensation Benchmarking2

Available to ADP clients with US-based employees, 
this tool lets you compare what you’re paying your staff 
against market averages from across the United States. 
Based on real, up-to-date, aggregated and anonymized 
payroll data from ADP’s US client base, this reporting tool 
is invaluable for assessing the competitiveness of your 
workforce compensation strategy.

Analytics and reporting tools 
for better business intelligence

1Consolidated reporting included as standard

2ADP GlobalView Reporting and US Compensation Benchmarking available as separately charged services

ADP Global Insight Dashboard
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The power of a self-service 
payslips portal 
Payroll today has come a long way from the passive 
process that used to see unintelligible documents doled 
out to bewildered workforces. Modern payroll is all about 
empowering the individual whose earnings are in the 
spotlight — something ADP happens to be particularly 
passionate about. 

We partner closely with our clients and service centers 
to understand what prompts employee queries and service 
tickets, so that we can design self-service pay and HR 
solutions that answer these points directly. 

An interactive employee pay experience

Your employees will gain access to our cleanly designed 
self-service portal, where they can view and scrutinize 
their payslips in detail. The portal’s easy-to-use interface 
means it’s simple for workers to compare and contrast their 
pay information over selected time periods, enriching their 
experience of pay and in turn reducing confusion — as well 
as the resulting calls to your HR helpdesk. 

Match what’s on screen with your company’s culture

We’ve designed ADP GlobalView Payroll’s self-service 
portal to give your HR teams every chance to claim it 
as a core part of your company. It comes with many 
configurable features such as contextual help tips, 
alerts and notifications, so that your workforce feels 
fully supported with their pay-related queries. 

Quick and straightforward to set up, our self-service 
portal is also fully customizable in look and feel. Your HR 
administrators can add in your company’s logo and control 
the tone of messaging, so that it becomes a natural extension 
of your in-house branded applications. 

Mobile
As you would expect, ADP GlobalView Payroll is a fully 
mobile-optimized offering. Your employees will join over 
20 million registered users of the ADP Mobile Solutions 
app in being able to view their pay statements, request 
time off and view communications from your company. 
Available in 28 languages, it ranks in the top five downloaded 
business apps on iTunes and Google Play (based on number 
of downloads).

• Payslips. Employees can access their pay statements, 
including earnings, deductions, and direct deposits.

• News. Employees are able to read company news 
and events posted by company content managers.

• Directory. Provides the ability to view, search, and 
contact employees listed in the company directory.

Proven benefits — reducing employee call volumes

fall in employees needing copies of their payslips

Source: ADP GlobalView Payroll, call volume data 07.2017-09.2018

drop in employees asking for payslip details to be clarified
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Source: Top 3 priorities for HR leaders in 2019, Gartner

HR leaders agree that improving employee 
experience is a priority

More than half of all HR leaders 
agree that improving employee 
experience is a priority
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myPay dashboard
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Compare your pay over a maximum of three different periods

View your salary after tax and other deductions

See the details behind your earnings and deductions

Download your payslip as a PDF
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Processing 
Service

Managed 
Services

Comprehensive
Services

Run payroll the way you want it
Service options to suit your in-country needs

When you choose ADP GlobalView Payroll, you tell us what 
type of service infrastructure you’d like us to provide for 
your employees in different countries. 

We offer three service levels — Processing, Managed or 
Comprehensive Services — with the flexibility that can 
accommodate your organizational needs now and when 
expansion happens. 

Whichever option you choose, your teams will benefit from 
a consistent, global user experience that you can tailor to 
support your payroll operations in individual countries and 
regions around the world.

Supporting you right through — from daily operations 
to strategic partnership

We will deliver centrally coordinated and locally managed 
global payroll services. Depending on your employee 
population, industry and internal organization, you will have:

• day-to-day access to your dedicated ADP Payroll Manager 
for your ongoing local operations,

• a regional and/or global ADP Service Relationship Manager 
to help you coordinate your countries’ needs and review 
your outstanding service requests on a monthly basis,

• a dedicated Client Partner or executive sponsor to look after 
your contractual amendments and develop the relationship 
with your headquarters.

ADP GlobalView Payroll 
customer retention rate 
for 2019
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ADP Processing Services — we host 
and maintain your payroll platform

ADP Managed Services — we run 
payroll for you

ADP Comprehensive Services — we 
run your payroll and represent you

Your teams have access to ADP’s 
fully hosted and maintained payroll 
solution, while your company provides 
the resources to process gross-to-net 
payroll, manage interfaces and test 
system updates. 

ADP manages your payroll processing, 
allowing you to effectively outsource 
your ‘back office’ payroll department 
to our experts. 

Employees can access and download 
to their corresponding country specific 
tax form.

ADP handles all the payroll admin 
tasks from our Managed Services model, 
as well as answering your employees’ 
questions about their payroll and 
supporting them with things like 
password resets.

Ideal for: Ideal for: Ideal for:

Companies looking to minimize their 
reliance on costly IT staff, along with 
the risks of trying to keep employee 
data secure.

Firms who want to avoid the hassle 
of finding and dealing with a second 
service provider on top of their payroll 
technology vendor.

Organizations that want to free up their 
teams from having to respond to and 
resolve payroll queries from employees.
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What to expect once you select ADP GlobalView Payroll 
for your company

We get it — implementing a new global payroll solution 
across your company can be a very daunting prospect. 
So first off, let us reassure you that ADP is the kind of 
positive, hands-on partner who knows the value of candid 
conversations and in-person meetings to build the rapport 
and relationships that will make the process a success. 

As you’ll see, with ADP GlobalView Payroll you gain much 
more than technology. You gain a partnership with ADP’s 
centralized implementation service team as well as an 
ongoing training program, all from a single vendor.

The visibility you need to organize your resources

At the earliest opportunity, ADP implementation teams 
will assess your company’s payroll processes so that we can 
configure any specific requirements and guide you to identify 
all the areas of your business that could possibly be impacted 
by a new payroll platform. 

Both your central and local teams will be a vital part of this 
early inventory-taking process and will remain integral to the 
whole implementation project. 

We’ll give you regular updates with full project reports on 
how the implementation is proceeding globally and in each 
country.  

Expert ADP guidance, using an exclusive 
templated technique 

The credentials and maturity of ADP’s global, template-based 
implementation methodology are unique across the cloud 
payroll market. 

Our proprietary templates include global, country and 
company-specific components, which we update for you 
as new legislative rules come into effect. With this approach, 
we provide an enhanced functionality that simply doesn’t exist 
across our competitors’ product offerings. (It also saves you 
the cost of employing these vendors’ payroll partners to carry 
out the implementation, whose varying techniques can result 
in a disjointed and frustrating experience.)

At every stage, ADP implementation experts will be on hand 
to advise you on our proprietary templates. This collaborative 
way of working will accelerate the delivery of ADP 
GlobalView Payroll to your workforce, stabilize your new 
system quickly and help you maximize the return on your 
new payroll investment.

Training your teams on ADP GlobalView Payroll  

We’ll train your central and in-country teams on what they 
need to do at each step of the way, as well as advise you on 
how to make best use of all the tools that ADP GlobalView 
Payroll includes.  

We offer a flexible training approach that caters for your 
teams’ different learning styles. Your teams will be invited 
to both instructor-led classes, in small, interactive groups, 
and scenario-based e-learning sessions available in multiple 
languages. We’ve designed it all to help make sure your 
employees feel personally invested in the success of your 
organization’s new payroll solution. 

For full details of the implementation experience you can 
expect, talk to your ADP representative.

Implementing your new global 
payroll solution 

ADP has implemented 
global payroll for: 

2,000 multinational 
companies 

paying 5 million employees across 19,000 client 
entities
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As a large business, you can often face greater scrutiny 
from auditors and regulators in the countries where you 
do business. 

Our 3,000-strong team of compliance and payroll experts 
keeps tabs on all the legislative updates across the globe, 
so your company doesn’t have to rely on legal or tax experts 
to keep up with changing regulations in each location. 
We manage relationships with local tax agencies, monitor 
changes and implement the new regulations around the 
world every year. As part of the ADP GlobalView Payroll 
service we delivered approximately 1,000 payroll-related 
legislative bulletins to ADP clients in 2019 alone.  

But we do more than simply deliver these payroll-related 
legislative updates to you. Whenever the legislation isn’t 
straightforward, we act to establish the clarity you need 
to make changes to achieve compliance. We liaise with 
government bodies, agencies and ADP vendors to help 
you in meeting your regulatory obligations and mitigating 
the financial and reputational risks of non-compliance.

Our clients find that the visibility we have over multiple 
organizations’ compliance responses can also be useful 
in helping them adapt their own company’s payroll processes 
to meet their compliance obligations.

And of course, switching to ADP GlobalView Payroll offers 
inherent compliance advantages. Freeing HR admin teams 
from time-consuming manual data entry when managing 
multiple unconnected systems will significantly reduce 
errors and duplications, helping you stay compliant. Plus, 
all of your employee data will be safely stored in one single 
database — a major advantage when it comes to dealing 
with reliable, consolidated data for maximum compliance.

Stay ahead 
of the changing 
rules and 
regulations 
affecting your 
global workforce

We delivered 
1,000 payroll-related 
legislative bulletins 
to ADP clients in 2019



Generate time and cost savings from less need for IT investment, administrative 
labor and eliminating the need to manage multiple vendors.

Improve the reliability of your employee data for greater regulatory confidence.

Improve workforce engagement with a consumer-grade self-service portal 
for employees.

Contact us today to set up an appointment with your ADP representative 
and request a demo of ADP GlobalView Payroll in action. 

adp.com

Designing better ways to work through cutting-edge products, premium services and exceptional 
experiences that enable people to reach their full potential. HR, Talent, Benefits, Payroll and Compliance 
informed by data and designed for people. Learn more at adp.com 
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